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The candidates shall limit their answers precisely within the 
answer-book (40 pages) issued to them and no supplementary/ 
continuation sheet will be issued.
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Note: Section-A is compulsory. Limit your answer 

to short answer type questions in around 80 to 100 words 

each and answer to long answer type questions in around 800 

words. Attempt one question each from the Section B, C, D 

and E.
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SECTION-A 
(15T^-3T)

Compulsory Question 
(3iPim4

1. Question (i) to (vi) are objective type questions carry 1 mark 

each. Question (vii) to (x) are short answer type questions carry 

2 marks each.

(i) Which of the following is not the tool for formative 

assessment in scholastic domain?

(a) Conversation skill.

(b) Multiple Choice Questions.

(c) Projects.

(d) Oral questions.

(ii) According to Jean Piaget, children develop abstract logic 

and reasoning skills during......

(iii) ........ is a dimensional teaching aid.

(iv) The idea of practical learning means education should apply 

to the real world. (True/False)

(v) Skill of reading is one of the elements of language learning.

(True/False)

(vi) Lesson planning is required for..............  (1x6=6)
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(vii) What is the role of Second Language (L2) in child 

development?

(viii) What are the major importance of teaching aid?

(ix) What are the major ways of teaching grammar?

(x) Differentiate between formative and summative evaluation.
(2x4=8)
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(ix) WFTH fwn fafw t?

(x) WxHkq* w ^TRW $> I

SECTION-B 
(Tsns-W)

2. Explain the role of languages in child development and their place 

in the school curriculum. (14)

twra if waif *jfwr w -qi^raf if 

WT ^fatj I

OR

(3TSrm)

3. Describe various functions and principles of language learning.

(14)

’W srfM’H f^N"t oFHff w RiAi’dT i

SECTION-C 
(WS-U)

4. Explain in detail the concept and principles of curriculum 

construction in languages. (7+7=14)

’Waff if ■pFtf’H W fthgRff ®f5T

OR

(3FW)
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5. Elaborate the importance of teaching aids in language learning. 

Describe qualities of a good language textbook. (8+6=14) 

W eFT cpfa

3T^t Tpif T1 I

SECTION-D 
(i5nrj-<5)

6. Taking some examples from your surroundings, explain the ways 

of developing language skills. (14)

^F5T I

OR 

(awrr)

7. Write objectives of teaching prose. Explain various approaches 

of teaching prose. (7+7=14)

W $7 fWJT $7 ‘3^FT I W ^7 f^PT ^7 faftFT dqppff 

^7T 4>1Ru< I

SECTION-E 
(igxrs-ir)

8. What is unit and lesson planning? What is the need and 

importance of lesson planning in language? (6+8=14)
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OR

(stw)

9. Explain the concept of C.C.E. What are the techniques of 

continuous and comprehensive evaluation with reference to 

languages? (4+10=14)

d*4l2f> 7ft t?
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